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Prior skills

Fundamentals of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and heat transfer are required to understand how do the systems studied in the course work.

Requirements

Knowledge equivalent to the successful completion of the leveling course of the master

Degree competences to which the subject contributes

Specific:
1. Knowledge and ability to analyze the processes of heat transfer that allows the design and calculation of equipment and thermal applications.
2. Knowledge and capability to design and calculate equipment and refrigeration facilities (refrigeration and air conditioning).
3. Knowledge and ability to analyze, design, calculation and application of power cycles and alternative heat engines.
4. Knowledge about technology and applications of unconventional alternatives energy (geothermal energy, solar energy and fuel cells).
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Teaching methodology

1. - Classes with large groups: in these classes lectures are developed, but also some classes of problems. The professor will present the contents though lectures in order to achieve the main objectives of the course.

2. - Classes with small-to-medium groups: In these classes, problems will be worked out by both the teacher and the students. Discussions and group dynamics with the teacher and other students in the classroom will be possible; presentation of an activity individually or in small groups in the classroom will be also considered. Lab sessions with PC support and lab practices can also be made.

ATENEA platform will be used as support for the two types of classes described. It will be used as a media for communicating with the students.

a) Teacher to students:
1. - Scheduling of activities and providing information
2. - Learning Material
3. - Evaluations of activities

b) Student to teachers:
1. - Questions and comments about the different modules
2. - Handing in assessment exercises and lab reports

b) Between Students:
1. - Using the FORUM as a place for information and discussion

Learning objectives of the subject

- Acquire knowledge about the availability of solar energy, as well as the use and use of this energy in thermal installations. Know the equipment and the most used facilities for both low temperature (hot water, heating, etc.) and for high temperature for the production of electric energy with concentrated solar energy. Acquire the knowledge to evaluate and design equipment and solar thermal energy systems. Acquire knowledge about the different standards of testing equipment and solar thermal systems, as well as the different environmental regulations and regulations.

- Acquire a broad vision on fuel cells, battery types, thermodynamic and electrical foundations, the causes for which there are losses of efficiency and fall of the fabric, as well as the state of the technology in the different types of fuel cells, both low temperature and intermediate and high. Focus on your current and future development applications and trends.

- Acquire knowledge about absorption cooling systems and the ability to analyze the behavior of a cycle, evaluate the behavior of an absorption machine.

Study load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total learning time: 187h 30m</th>
<th>Hours large group: 45h 24.00%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours small group: 22h 30m</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self study: 120h</td>
<td>64.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Content

#### (ENG) Module 2 - Solar thermal energy

| Learning time: 86h |  
|-------------------|--
| Theory classes: 20h |  
| Laboratory classes: 10h |  
| Self study: 56h |  

#### Description:


2. Radiant properties of the most common materials used in thermal solar energy: Basic concepts of the radiant properties of materials and their evaluation.


4. **Thermal energy storage in solar thermal energy facilities.** Study of the most used technologies for thermal energy storage facilities of low, medium and high temperature. Study of thermal stratification and its influence on the performance of solar thermal systems.

5. **Solar heating systems**: solar installations of low, medium and high temperature solar thermal plants. Evaluation, sizing and simulation of solar thermal systems: i) systems for domestic hot water and heating; ii) solar cooling (absorption) as domestic and industrial application; iii) solar thermal plants.

#### Related activities:

- Activity 1: Lectures and problem classes
- Activity 2: Assessment exercises (2)
- Activity 3: Lab sessions (2)
- Activity 4: Final Exam

#### Specific objectives:

To know which is the availability of solar energy to optimize its use. Being able to evaluate the angular position of the Sun and of estimating solar radiation on an inclined surface.

Deepen on the most used types of solar collectors and their materials properties. To evaluate the spectral properties of the materials.

Knowing the different technologies used to harness solar energy depending on the operating temperature range. Being able to evaluate, from a thermal point of view, both the useful energy and performance of a solar collector regardless of the technology used. Know the standards for testing a solar collector.

Knowing the different technologies used for thermal energy storage. Know the basic properties of different heat storage media. Assessing the thermal stratification in a thermal storage tank. Know the standards for testing a heat storage for low temperature applications.

Knowing the different technologies used depending on the range of temperatures. Know the different environmental aspects and ordinances related to solar thermal systems both low and high temperature. Knowing the different methodologies and programs for the calculation of solar thermal systems. Being able to perform the calculation and dimensioning of different types of solar thermal installations such as facilities for domestic water heating, absorption cooling installations, solar thermal plants.
**Learning time:** 51h
- **Theory classes:** 12h 30m
- **Laboratory classes:** 6h 30m
- **Self study:** 32h

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
- Thermodynamic analysis of the absorption cycle: definition of COP, T-s and p-h diagrams, comparison with the Rankine cycle.  
- Working fluids: systems with volatile absorbent (H2O-NH3) and non-volatile (LiBr-H2O). Technological implications: simple effect, double effect, multiple effect (LiBr-H2O), dual absorption cycle, GAX cycles (H2O-NH3). Other couples coolant-absorbent. Cooling of the absorption machines: cooling towers and cooling by air.  
- Complete system analysis and absorption cycle: design and prediction. Use of zero-dimensional and global balance based models in permanent and transient conditions. Study of the influence of external conditions on the system.  
- Overview of absorption cooling applications, together with advanced cycle configurations adapted. | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related activities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Activity 1: Lectures and problem classes  
Activity 2: Assessment exercises (2)  
Activity 4: Final Exam | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific objectives</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Acquire knowledge about absorption cooling systems and the ability to analyze the behavior of a cycle, evaluate the behavior of an absorption machine.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### (ENG) MODUL 3 - Fuel cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning time:</th>
<th>50h 30m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory classes:</td>
<td>12h 30m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory classes:</td>
<td>6h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self study:</td>
<td>32h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Description:


#### Related activities:

- Activity 1: Lectures and problem classes
- Activity 2: Assessment exercises (4)
- Activity 4: Final Exam

#### Specific objectives:

To acquire an overview on fuel cells, battery types, thermodynamic and electrical fundamentals, the causes of efficiency loss and f.e.m reduction and the state of the art in the different types of fuel cells both low and medium to high temperature. Study their current and future applications and development trends.
### Planning of activities

| **Theoretical and practical exercises classes** | **Hours:** 128h 30m  
Laboratory classes: 10h 30m  
Theory classes: 42h  
Self study: 76h |
|---|---|

**Description:**  
Methodology in a large group.  
Exposure of the content of the course following an expository and participative model.

**Support materials:**  
Notes available on the Atenea platform.  
Main literature for the course

**Descriptions of the assignments due and their relation to the assessment:**  
During some sessions face-to-face exercises will be conducted, individually or in small groups.

**Specific objectives:**  
Transfer the knowledge necessary for a correct interpretation of the contents in the large group sessions, resolving doubts in relation to the content of the course and development of generic skills.

| **Lab sessions** | **Hours:** 36h  
Laboratory classes: 12h  
Self study: 24h |
|---|---|

**Description:**  
During these activities, laboratory activities for test equipment and systems studied in the course, as well as computer support activities will be conducted.

**Support materials:**  
Notes and material provided by the professor via atenea

**Descriptions of the assignments due and their relation to the assessment:**  
Report on the results obtained

**Specific objectives:**  
Acquire the skills necessary for a proper assessment of equipment and systems.

| **Sessions of guided activities** | **Hours:** 20h  
Self study: 20h |
|---|---|

**Description:**  
Pre- and post-preparation sessions about the guided activities.

**Support materials:**  
Notes available on the Atenea platform.  
General Bibliography of the course  
Exercises available on the Athena platform

**Descriptions of the assignments due and their relation to the assessment:**  
The students will work out the practical exercises handed out by the professor in an autonomous manner.
Specific objectives:
Acquire the skills necessary for a correct interpretation of the problems of the subject, as well as a satisfactory resolution of generic skills development.

Exams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description:</th>
<th>Support materials:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual and written tests on the modules content.</td>
<td>Test questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Descriptions of the assignments due and their relation to the assessment:
Exam with the solutions to the posed questions

Specific objectives:
The student should prove that has the basic knowledge required for fulfilling the exam.

Qualification system

- Exercises and / or laboratory tests in the field of solar thermal energy: 16.7%
- Exercises and / or laboratory test in the field of geothermal energy: 23.3%
- Exercises and / or laboratory test in the field of fuel cells: 10%
- Final exam for the course: 50%. In the final exam the student would has the option of recovering the qualifications from the assessment exercises and/or lab sessions.

For those students who meet the requirements and submit to the reevaluation examination, the grade of the reevaluation exam will replace the grades of all the on-site written evaluation acts (tests, midterm and final exams) and the grades obtained during the course for lab practices, works, projects and presentations will be kept.

If the final grade after reevaluation is lower than 5.0, it will replace the initial one only if it is higher. If the final grade after reevaluation is greater or equal to 5.0, the final grade of the subject will be pass 5.0.

Regulations for carrying out activities

Individual and written exam about the contents of the modules. The tests must demonstrate that the student has acquired and assimilated the concepts, principles and fundamentals related to the modules of the course.
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